
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ONDYNAMICAL SYSTEMS AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONSMay 24 { 27, 2002, Wilmington, NC, USA pp. 1{10GEVREY REGULARITY FOR THE ATTRACTOR OF ADAMPED WAVE EQUATIONC�edri Galusinski1, Serguei Zelik21: MAB,Universit�e Bordeaux I, CNRS, UMR 5466351 ours de la lib�eration33400 Talene, Frane2: LAM-SP2MI,Universit�e de PoitiersBoulevard Marie et Pierre Crie-T�el�eport 286962 Chasseneuil Futurosope Cedex, FraneAbstrat. The goal of this paper is to obtain time-asymptoti regularity in Gevreyspaes of the solution of a damped wave equation. The diÆulty is due to the fatthat this equation is only partially dissipative.1. Introdution. We onsider the following singularly perturbed damped waveequation in a ube domain 
 = [0; 2�℄3"�2t u" + �tu" +Au" + f(u") = g;u"jt=0 = u0; �tu"jt=0 = u1; (1)where the operator A = I �4 with periodi boundary onditions.We assume that " > 0 and  > 0. The nonlinear funtion f is required to be realanalyti, f(u) = 1Xj=0 ajuj ; where h(s) = 1Xj=0 jaj jsj < +1 8s 2 R: (2)We assume furthermore that the nonlinearity f satis�esf 0(u) � �K;f(u) � u � 0 if juj � Ljf 00(u)j � C(1 + juj); (3)where C, K, and L are �xed positive onstants. The assumptions (2) and (3) areful�lled for ubi nonlinearity f(u) = u3 � �u; � 2 R.Remark 1. We an replae the assumption (3) by an other one, if we are able toobtain uniform (with respet to ") absorbing sets in L1(
). For example f(u) =sinu.We assume that g is periodi and analyti. (4)In [1℄ [2℄, we obtained, for this problem, the existene of exponential attratorswith a rate of attration, a diameter and a fratal dimension uniform with ", in the1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary: 35B40 35B45.Key words and phrases. Gevrey regularity, asymptoti behavior, exponential attrators,damped wave equation, partially dissipative. 1



2 C�EDRIC GALUSINSKI1, SERGUEI ZELIK2variable u as well as ut. For suh a result, the appropriated spaes for solutions of(1) are Ek(") = Hk+1per (
)�Hkper(
) equipped with the following normsjj(u"(t); u"t (t))jj2Ek(") = "jju"t (t)jj2Hkper + jju"t (t)jj2Hk�1per + jju"(t)jj2Hk+1per ;the spaesHkper(
) denote the lassial Sobolev spaes on 
 with periodi boundaryonditions.We are able to prove the existene of smooth exponential attrators in Ek(") for klarge, attrating all sets of E0(") even if the equation is not fully dissipative, thanksto a transitivity property [2℄. Here we show a stronger result of regularity withGevrey lasses of the assymptoti trajetories. We state without detailed proofthe existene of exponential attrators with Gevrey regularity attrating all sets ofE0(").Gevrey regularity for solution of dissipative partial dissipation equation is obtainedfor example for Navier-Stokes equations in [4℄. More reently, Gevrey regularityfor asymptoti trajetories of partially dissipative problems is obtained in [5℄ for aB�enard Convetion model.2. Main result. We introdue the Gevrey lasses Gp�(
) = D(A p2 e�A 12 ). Thenorm on Gp�(
) is jjujj2Gp�(
) = Xj2Z3 juj j2(1 + j2) p4 e2�(1+j2) 12 ;where the uj are the Fourier oeÆients of u.Let us introdue the Gevrey lasses Fk� (") = Gk+1� (
) � Gk�(
) for our problem,equipped with the normjj(u"(t); u"t (t))jj2Fk� (") = "jju"t (t)jj2Gk� + jju"t (t)jj2Gk�1� + jju"(t)jj2Gk+1� :We denote by S"(t) the semigroup assoiated to (1),S"(t)(u0; u1) = (u"(t); u"t (t)):The aim of this paper is to establishTheorem 1. Let k > 52 , under assumptions (2), (3), (4), for all (u0; u1) in B �E0("), there exist "max and �max suh that for " � "max and � � �max, , there exist(v; vt) uniformly bounded with respet to " in L1(R+ ;Fk� (")) suh thatjj(u"(t); u"t (t))� (v(t); vt(t))jjE0(") � C exp(��t); 8t � 0;with � > 0 and C independent of ".Remark 2. Beause of the lak of time regularizing e�et in the wave equation,we an't obtain an estimate in Fkt (")) for (u"(t); u"t (t)) as it is made for dissipativeequations. But we obtain a time-asymptoti regularizing e�et.Corollary 1. Under the same assumptions, the points of the attrator of (1) are auniformly bounded for the Fk� (")-norm.Theorem 2. Under the same assumption than theorem 1, there exist exponentialattrators M" � Fk� (") on E0("). The radius of M" is uniformly bounded onFk� (") with respet to " � "max. The rate of attration is also uniform, the frataldimension has a uniform bound.



GEVREY REGULARITY FOR THE ATTRACTOR OF A DAMPED WAVE EQUATION 3We don't prove this theorem in this artile. The �rst step of the proof is to showthat trajetories stemmed from a bounded set of Fk� (") are still bounded for all timein Fk� ("). the seond step is to use a transitivity argument as in [2℄ or as in the endof the proof of the Theorem 1.3. Proof of the Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem uses tehniques developedin [5℄ and [4℄ and uses results of [2℄.Lemma 1. [4℄ Let u and v be in Gk�(
), if k > n2 then uv belongs to Gk�(
) andthere exists Ck suh that,jjuvjjGk�(
) � CkjjujjGk�(
)jjvjjGk�(
):Let f be a funtion verifying assumption (2) with a majorizing funtion h, then,jjf(u)jjGk�(
) � (1 + C�1k )h(CkjjujjGk�(
)): (5)Let � be an eigenvalue of A, let P� be the projetor on the low frequenies (thesubspae generated by the eigenfuntions whose eigenvalues are smaller than �).We onstrut (v; vt) in the following way(v; vt) = P�(u"; u"t ) + (v̂; v̂t);where (v̂; v̂t) is solution of"v̂tt + �v̂t �4v̂ +Q�f(P�u+ v̂) = Q�g;v̂jt=0 = 0; v̂tjt=0 = 0;with Q� = I � P�: (6)In order to prove this theorem 1, we �rst assume that (u0; u1) belongs to Ek� (").Lemma 2. The solution (v; vt) of (6) belongs to L1(R+ ;Fk� ("))Proof of Lemma. In order to obtain an estimate in L1(R+ ;Fk� (")), we ompute theGk�(") inner produt of (6) with v̂, v̂t and A�1v̂tt. We ombine these three equationsand denote B = A 12 , we obtain,ddt � "2 jBke�B v̂tj22 + 12 jBk+1e�B v̂j22 + �"(Bke�B v̂t; Bke�B v̂) + �2 jBke�B v̂j22�+ ddt ��2 jBk�1e�B v̂tj22 + �(Bke�Bv;Bke�Bvt)�+ ddt ��(Bk�1e�BQ�(f(P�u" + v̂)); Bk�1e�B v̂t)� �(Bk�1e�Bg;Bk�1e�B v̂t)�+( � �"� �)jBke�B v̂tj22 + �jBk+1e�B v̂j22 + �"jBk�1e�B v̂ttj22 ��(Bke�B v̂; Bke�B v̂t) + �(Bk�1e�BQ�f 0(P�u" + v̂)�t(P�u" + v̂); Bk�1e�B v̂t)��(Bke�BQ�f(P�u" + v̂); Bke�B v̂) + �(Bke�Bg;Bke�B v̂)+(Bke�Bg;Bke�B v̂t)� (Bke�BQ�f(P�u" + v̂); Bke�B v̂t): (7)
The onstant � and � will be hosen properly and independent of ". A �rst step isto take � = 0, we then obtain the estimate,ddt� + ( � �")jjv̂tjj2Gk� + �jjv̂jj2Gk+1� � �jjQ�f(P�u" + v̂)jjGk� jjv̂jjGk�+�jjgjjGk� jjv̂jjGk� + jjQ�f(P�u" + v̂)jjGk� jjv̂tjjGk�+jjgjjGk� jjv̂tjjGk� (8)



4 C�EDRIC GALUSINSKI1, SERGUEI ZELIK2with � = "2 jjv̂tjj2Gk� + 12 jjv̂jj2Gk+1� + �2 jjv̂jj2Gk� + �"(v̂t; v̂)Gk� :Aording to Cauhy-Shwartz inequality, and arguing that � is the smallest eigen-value on Q�L2(
), we obtain,ddt� + (2 � �")jjv̂tjj2Gk� + �jjv̂jj2Gk+1� � (�2� + 1 )(jjf(P�u" + v̂)jj2Gk� + jjgjj2Gk�) (9)We hoose "max � 4� , then,"4 jjv̂tjj2Gk� + 12 jjv̂jj2Gk+1� + �4 jjv̂jj2Gk� � � � 3"4 jjv̂tjj2Gk� + 12 jjv̂jj2Gk+1� + 3�4 jjv̂jj2Gk� : (10)Choosing � � 4�, we haveddt� + �� � (�2� + 1 )(jjf(P�u" + v̂)jj2Gk� + jjgjj2Gk�): (11)Aording to assumption (2) and applying (5), we have,ddt� + �� � (�2� + 1 )((1 + C�1k )h2(CkjjP�u" + v̂jjGk�) + jjgjj2Gk�): (12)Lemma 3. Assume that � � �max � � , then,jjP�u"jj2Gk� � e�max�jju"jj2Hkper � ejju"jj2Hkper � C;where  is a �xed onstant independent of �.Proof of Lemma. The �rst inequality of the lemma is obvious, the seond followsfrom the existene of absorbing sets [2℄ in Ek� assuming the same regularity on theinitial data.We an now onlude to the bound of � instead of the a priori high growth of hby virtue of the smallness of initial data. As a matter of fat, �(t = 0) = 0, then,while � � m, we have,jjv̂jj2Gk� � 4m�ddt� + �� � (�2� + 1 )((1 + C�1k )h2(Ck(pC + 2pm� )) + jjgjj2Gk�)We dedue that, during the time suh that � � m� � (�� + 1� )((1 + C�1k )h2(Ck(pC + 2rm� )) + jjgjj2Gk�)Choosing � and � (� � �4 ) large enough so that the right handside is smaller thanm, we have shown that � remains smaller than m for all time under the onditionm > (�� + 1� )((1 + C�1k )h2(CkpC) + jjgjj2Gk�):For example we take� = � � max( 1 ; 4mC2 ); with m = 2((1 + C�1k )h2(2CkpC) + jjgjj2Gk�):>From the inequality (10), we then have obtained a bound for "jjv̂tjj2Gk�+2jjv̂jj2Gk+1� +�jjv̂jj2Gk� assuming that (~u0; ~u1) belongs to Ek. We go bak to (7) with the same



GEVREY REGULARITY FOR THE ATTRACTOR OF A DAMPED WAVE EQUATION 5value �(= �), "max as below but with � 6= 0. The goal is now to obtain a bound onv̂t in Gk�1� independently of ".ddt �� + �2 jBk�1e�B v̂tj22 + �(Bke�Bv;Bke�Bvt)�+ ddt ��(Bk�1e�BQ�(f(P�u" + v̂)); Bk�1e�B v̂t)� �(Bk�1e�Bg;Bk�1e�B v̂t)�+ 16 jBke�B v̂tj22 + �� ��(Bke�B v̂; Bke�B v̂t) + �(Bk�1e�BQ�f 0(P�u" + v̂)�t(P�u" + v̂); Bk�1e�B v̂t) + �m:We denote by �1 the quantity,�1 = �(Bke�Bv;Bke�Bvt) + �(Bk�1e�BQ�(f(P�u" + v̂)); Bk�1e�B v̂t)��(Bk�1e�Bg;Bk�1e�B v̂t):Then, ddt �� + �2 jBk�1e�B v̂tj22 + �1�+ 16 jBke�B v̂tj22 + �(� + �1) ��(Bke�B v̂; Bke�B v̂t) + �(Bk�1e�BQ�f 0(P�u" + v̂)�t(P�u" + v̂); Bk�1e�B v̂t)+�(�1 +m):We an bound �1 in the following way,��1 � 32 jjv̂tjj2Gk� + 32���1m+ 16�2�1(h(pC +rm� ) + jjgjjGk�)2:Furthermore,�(Bke�B v̂; Bke�B v̂t) + �(Bk�1e�BQ�f 0(P�u" + v̂)�t(P�u" + v̂); Bk�1e�B v̂t) �64 jjv̂tjj2Gk� + 64�2�1��1m+ 64�1�� 32pCh0(pC +pm� )+2048�2��4h02(pC +pm� ):Choosing � = 32 , we obtain,ddt �� + �2 jBk�1e�B v̂tj22�+ ��� + �2 jBk�1e�B v̂tj22� �64�2�1��1m+ 64�1�� 32pCh0(pC +pm� ) + 2048�2��4h02(pC +pm� )+32���1m+ 16�2�1(h(pC +pm� ) + jjgjjGk�)2:We then have, �(t) + 64 jBk�1e�B v̂t(t)j22 + �1(t) �64��2m+ 64�1�� 52pCh0(pC +pm� ) + 2048�2��5h02(pC +pm� )+ 12m+ 1256(h(pC +pm� ) + jjgjjGk�)2; 8t > 0:As we already bound �1, the desired estimate of (v̂; v̂t) in L1(R+ ;Fk� (")) is ob-tained.For � large enough, we now prove the seond part of the theorem 1 (but for smoothintial data), that is, (w;wt) = (u" � v; u"t � vt) goes to zero in E0(")-norm. Theproof is based on energy estimate with E0(")-norm of (w;wt) solution of"wtt + �wt �4w +Q�(F (u"; v̂)w) = 0;wjt=0 = Q�u0; v̂tjt=0 = Q�u1;



6 C�EDRIC GALUSINSKI1, SERGUEI ZELIK2with F (u"; v̂) = Z 10 f 0(u" + �(P�u" + v̂))d�:We assume again here that (u0; u1) belongs to Ek("), (k > 52 ), so that we haveuniform bound with time of (u"; u"t ) in Ek(").We ompute the E0(") inner produt this equation with (w;wt), we obtain,ddt� + ( � �")jwtj22 + �jBwj22 �jF (u"; v̂)j1jwj22 + �jF (u"; v̂)j1jwj2jwtj2+�j�tF (u"; v̂)j1jwj2jA�1wtj2 + �jF (u"; v̂)j1jwj2jA�1wtj2;with� = "jwtj22 + jBwj22 + �jwj22 + �jB�1wtj22 + �(Q�F (u"; v̂)w;A�1wt) + �"(w;wt):Then,ddt� + (2 � �")jwtj22 + �jBwj22 � C��1jBwj22 + �2 C2��1jBwj22 + �2C2��3jBwj22;where C depends on bound of F and �tF . Choosing, � = 1, � = min(1; �22C ) and �large enough so that, � � 2C + 2C2(�1 + ��2)and "max � min( 12 ; 4 ), we have� � 12 �"jwtj22 + jBwj22 + �jwj22 + �jB�1wtj22� ;� � 32 �"jwtj22 + jBwj22 + �jwj22 + �jB�1wtj22� ;and, for � � �, �(t) � �(0) exp(�min( 12 ; 13)t):Let us onlude to the proof of theorem 1 with theLemma 4. Let " � "max, let k > 52 , let us assume that (u0; u1) belongs to E0(").There exists (~u(t); ~ut(t)) uniformly bounded with t and " in Ek(") suh that thereexist nonnegative reals m1 and �1, independent of " suh thatjj(~u(t0); ~ut(t0))� S"(t0)(u0; u1)jjE0(") � m1 exp(��1t0): (13)Assume also � � �max, for all (~u0; ~u1) in B � Ek("), there exist (v; vt) uniformlybounded with respet to " in L1(R+ ;Fk� (")) suh that there exist nonnegative realsm2 and �2, independent of " suh thatjjS"(t1)(~u0; ~u1)� (v(t1); vt(t1))jjE0(") � m2 exp(��2t1); 8t1 � 0; (14)There exist nonnegative reals m3 and �3, independent of " suh thatjjS"(t1 + t0)(u0; u1)� S"(t1)(~u(t0); ~ut(t0))jjE0(")� m3 exp(�3t1)jjS"(t0)(u0; u1)� (~u(t0); ~ut(t0))jjE0("); 8t0; t1 � 0: (15)



GEVREY REGULARITY FOR THE ATTRACTOR OF A DAMPED WAVE EQUATION 7Proof of Lemma. The estimate (13) an be found in [2℄, it is based on the followingsplitting of S"(t), u" = d" + r","d"tt + d"t +Ad" + f1(d") = 0d"jt=0 = u"; d"tjt=0 = 0;"r"tt + r"t +Ar" + f1(d" + r")� f1(d") + f2(u") = gd"jt=0 = 0; d"tjt=0 = 0;with periodi boundary ondition and f = f1 + f2, f 01 � 0, jf2j + jf 02j + jf 002 j isbounded.The estimate (14) is what is shown above.The estimate (15) is a lassial estimate of the di�erene of two solutions.Then, hoosing t1 = �12�3+�1 t0, (13) and (15) lead tojjS"(t1 + t0)(u0; u1)� S"(t1)(~u(t0); ~ut(t0))jjE0(")� m1m3 exp(��12 (t1 + t0)); 8t0; t1 = �12�3+�1 t0 � 0:At last, thanks to (14),jjS"(t1 + t0)(u0; u1)� (v(t1); vt(t1))jjE0(")� m1m3 exp(��12 (t1 + t0)) +m2 exp(��2t1); 8t0; t1 = �12�3+�1 t0 � 0:This shows the theorem 1. REFERENCES[1℄ P. Fabrie, C. Galusinski, A. Miranville, Uniform inertial sets for damped wave equations,Dis. and Cont. Dyn. Sys. 6, no. 2, p 393{418, 2000.[2℄ P. Fabrie, C. Galusinski, A. Miranville, S. Zelik, Uniform exponential attrators for asingularly perturbed damped wave equation,to appear in[3℄ A. B. Ferrari, E. S. Titi, Gevrey regularity for nonlinear analyti paraboli equations, CPDE,23, p 1-16, 1998.[4℄ C. Foias, R. Temam, Gevrey lass regularity for the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations,J. Fun. Anal. 87, 259-369, 1989.[5℄ M. Oliver, E. S. Titi, Gevrey regularity for the attrator of a partially dissipative model ofB�enard onvetion in a porous medium, JDE 163, p 292-311, 2000.


